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2 Introduction
2.1 Preface
Technological advances and growing access to computer systems drive many health
care innovations. In 2009, the United States authorized the Health Information
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act. It aims to create a 21st
century health care information system. One important step to achieve this goal is the
expansion and adoption of electronic health records (Blumenthal 2010). These records
consist of different patient characteristics, for example: diagnostic tests, like blood
tests, biological information as well as social information and many other
characteristics. Together, they build a specific pattern, unique for each patient.
Computerized clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) use this electronic
information to evolve recommendations for the health care staff. In a systematic
review, Garg et al. (2005) investigated different CDSSs and categorized them into
systems either for diagnosis, disease management, drug management, as well as
reminder systems for prevention. Although many CCDSs have shown to improve
practitioners’ performance, outcome effects remain unstudied or inconsistent (Garg et
al. 2005). In order to understand how CCDSs can improve clinical decision-making, it
is important to understand how doctors approach a clinical decision. Medical decisionmaking research has a long-standing tradition and has developed over the last
decades (Elstein, Shulman, and Sprafka 1990). Today, a dual-process model is the
dominant universal model of decision-making and contains several different theories
of decision-making (see Fig. 1.1), more specifically two different modes (Kahneman
2011; Evans 2008; Croskerry 2013).
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Fig 1.1: Medical decision-making model adapted from Crosskerry 2009

The first mode is called “System 1” and represents a non-analytical mode. It is intuitive,
fast and performs similar to a reflex system without much effort. Furthermore, it works
automatically. System 1 mode lends itself to common cases or in situations, which
demand fast acting like in an emergency. Its quality depends on the clinical repertoire
of different patterns and the physician's experience. Pattern recognition takes place at
the very beginning of the medical decision-making process and therefore plays a
central role. In case the patient's clinical pattern is not recognized the analytical
thinking mode, called System 2 mode, is used. It is slow, conscious and usually
effective and thus it can override System 1. Both systems can interact with each other,
which is symbolized by the broken lines. For example, a repeated problem can become
familiar and with enough practice System 1 can be applied instead of System 2.
A key component of System 1 is “experience”, while system 2 reflects “knowledge”.
While it is relatively easy to employ computer-assisted searches in databases and in
the relevant literature, there is no standard approach as yet to also take doctor and
6
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patient-specific information obtained over a long course of a disease into account. The
system of e.g. Tumor Boards, second opinions etc. are the most frequently used
processes to share “experience” in addition to knowledge. In view of the increasing
recognition of the importance of “precision medicine” or “personalized medicine”
patient cohorts are subdivided into small and smaller subgroups. Thus “regular”
patients become similar to patients with “rare diseases”, where classical clinical trials
rarely exist or are even impossible to perform because of small numbers. Recognizing
this challenge, case series might be a more practical way to explore diagnostic
procedures, treatment responses, side-effects etc.. Another approach to tackle this
challenge would be to screen unstructured medical records for patients similar to the
one in front of us. We hypothesize that this approach, to use a text-mining software to
screen large numbers of records for similarities, might indeed allow any physician to
share the clinical experience of many other colleagues, ideally and eventually from
many different medical centers.
In order to address this question we developed a novel Computerized clinical decision
support system, that we termed Clinicon-SimRec.
This new CDSS uses the idea that the repeated confrontation with similar patient cases
forms a prototype pattern. An algorithm provides examples of similar patient cases,
which are normally retrieved from memory by the practitioner. Discharge summaries
are very qualified for representing clinical cases, because they contain most of the
important information of a given patient in a condensed form. The prototypical program
uses information retrieval methods to retrieve similar patient’s discharge summaries
out of a clinical database. The system described here was developed and tested with
a dataset of 307 oncology cases including patients suffering from different cancer
entities. Oncology experts confirmed the quality of the system with an experimental
evaluation tool (Hummel et al. 2018). Further validation is needed as it is unclear
whether the system can assign similar cases from a larger, more homogeneous
database in a way experts would agree on. Therefore, we created a new dataset of
489 patients, all having a diagnosis of chronic lymphatic leukaemia (CLL) in common.
CLL is the most common chronic lymphoproliferative disorder in the western world
(Dores et al. 2007). Over the last decades, an increasingly complete picture of the
genetic landscape, molecular mechanisms and the CLL genome emerged. These data
7
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are crucial for understanding the disease pathogenesis and consequently to transfer
the knowledge into new treatment strategies and therapeutic approaches (Fabbri and
Dalla-Favera 2016). CLL patients show a high degree of biomolecular heterogeneity.
As a consequence, CLL patients present a highly variable clinical course and the
prognosis of each patient remains difficult to predict (van Oers 2016). CLL therapy has
undergone a rapid evolution, especially in the last two decades due to the introduction
of the first CD20 antibody (rituximab) and the application of a new generation
antibodies as well as targeted agents, acting on the B-cell receptor signalling pathway,
like ibrutinib (Hallek 2017). Taken together, CLL is a heterogeneous disease with a
variable clinical course. Therefore, we are expecting CLL patient’s cases to be suited
for testing the clinical recommender system.

2.2 Aims and Objectives
We conducted an experiment to validate the correlation between the computed
similarities by the new CDSS and the similarity judgement of medical experts, junior
doctors and medical students. We hypothezied that experts rate the similarity between
patients or rather their discharge summaries in a way that correlates with the computed
similarity of the system. Experts and novices are usually using different strategies for
clinical decision making and there is an evolution of clinician’s diagnostic reasoning
(Thammasitboon and Cutrer 2013). For this reason, we expect experts to assign
different letters as similar to a reference letter than novices do, especially in such a
heterogeneous disease like CLL. To testify our assumption, we asked medical
oncology novices (junior doctors and medical students) to judge the similarity of
several letter pairs. Therefore, expert’s correlation should be higher than junior doctor’s
correlation, which again should be higher than student’s correlation in this system.
Adaption, implementation, as well as user acceptance and clinical effectiveness are
important issues for a new CDSS (Garg et al. 2005). As it is unclear how the program
would act in a physician’s daily working life, we also investigated some possibilities for
integration. Additionally, we asked for which medical questions such a program could
be used and we collected ideas for improvements from the different user groups. In
addition, it is unclear which criteria participants prioritize in their judgement of similarity
8
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between different patient`s discharge summaries. We therefor collected feedback
information from the study participants with a questionnaire in order to evaluate
aspects for further improvement of the recommender system.

3 Materials and Methods
3.1 Patient Similarity - A Textual Recommender System for Clinical
Data
A German IT company PSIORI GmbH, Freiburg, Germany, developed the CDSS
evaluated in the current study in the framework of a Bachelor Thesis by Philipp
Andreas Hummel from the Institute of Cognitive Science, University of Osnabrück, in
cooperation with the oncology department of the University of Freiburg. The original
thesis name is “A Textual Recommender System And Other Text Mining Applications
For Clinical Data”. A corresponding paper was published on the International
Conference on Case-based Reasoning (Hummel et al. 2018). The following abstract
gives an overview of the structure and function of the system.

Dataset Processing and Similarity Measure
The textual recommender system uses Natural Language Processing (NLP) and
Information Retrieval methods to analyse patient’s discharge summaries. It applies the
so-called “The bag of words (BoW) model”, which represents a text as a “bag” of words,
disregarding grammar or word order, only using the information about how often a
word or a term is present in a text (Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze 2008). This
information is transferred into mathematical vectors, which can be used for text
categorization. Before the BoW model can be applied to a text, the document passes
through several processing steps, such as tokenization (extracting words out of a
sequence), stemming (“patients” and “patient” have a common stem “patient”) or
removal of stop words (frequently appearing but uninformative words, like “a”, “the”,
”for”).
9
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Examples of the BoW model:

Example 1
Document d1: “The patient with disease A.”
Document d2: “The patients with disease B.”

After processing, the text is represented as vectors in the BoW model:
1
1 𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡
1
1
𝑣𝑑1 = 1 𝑣𝑑2 = 0 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝐴
0
1
𝐵
Due to tokenization the “.” has been removed from the text. Stop words like “the” and
“with” are not taken into account and the word “patients” is represented as “patient” as
a result of stemming.

The BoW model has several limitations. As shown above, it requires several
processing steps to represent text in the BoW model. During this procedure,
information gets lost. One problem is presented in Example 2:

Example 2
Document d3: “John is quicker than Mary”
Document d4: “Mary is quicker than John”

Based on the fact, that information is seen as the number of occurrences of each term,
both documents are represented identically in the BoW model, although they have a
completely different meaning. However, the two documents are still similar in content.
In the BoW model all terms are weighted the same way, but not all words in a document
are equally important to address the question of similarity and relevancy, even after
removing stop words. Therefore, additional vector space models exist to address this
problem. The term frequency - inverse document frequency (tf-idf) can be used for this
10
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issue and is presented in more detail below, as it is the model of choice for the
recommender system.
Duplicates and “follow-up” letters are irrelevant for the retrieval process. Thus, they
can be sorted out by using their vector proximity from the BoW model. As similarity
measure, the cosine similarity is used. The cosine similarity compensates the effect of
different document length and is a well-established method to quantify the similarity
between documents and their vector representations (Manning, Raghavan, and
Schütze 2008). Despite the above-mentioned limitations, the BoW model is a useful
model in practice for the retrieving task and a good tool to identify duplicate and “followup” letters.

Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
The term frequency – inverse document frequency model (tf-idf) uses a specific scaling
scheme, giving rare words more influence for the discrimination between texts than
frequently used words (Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze 2008). Term frequency
describes the number of occurrences of a term in a document. The document
frequency is defined as the number of documents containing a term. Consequently,
the inverse document frequency of a rare term in a set of documents is high. The tf-idf
combines the two definitions. Certain terms have less discriminating power than
others, for instance, words which often appear in a dataset of different documents. As
an example, in our dataset the term “patient” would have a very high document
frequency, hence, it is not eligible as a good discriminative feature. Words, which occur
many times (high term frequency) in a small number of documents, (high inverse
document frequency) are most appropriate for the discrimination task.

The Recommender System
The algorithm computes, based on a reference letter, the most similar letter from the
database. It creates a ranking of all other letters and the most fitting letter, according
to the algorithm, is ranked as number one. The similarity was measured with the
above-introduced cosine similarity of corresponding vectors. During the program's
development different text embedding methods have been tested. A medical expert
11
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supervised the similarity information. He categorized discharge summaries into 50
non-overlapping groups of similar patients. This information was used to adjust the
algorithm. All methods worked high above chance level whereas the tf-idf method
showed the best performance and is the embedding method of choice for the
recommender system.

Evaluation and Results
To verify the recommendation quality, an experimental setup was created. With the aid
of a psychological experiment, the quality of the program was tested by a group of
medical experts. Four oncology experts (at least 5 years of medical practice) and two
advanced medical students participated. They were asked to rate the similarity
between a “reference letter” and five other letters (“comparison letter”) from the
dataset. 32 reference letters were selected. According to the computed similarity, the
algorithm chose four out of five comparison letters. The last comparison letter was
randomly selected. The participants gave a rating in the range of 1 (very dissimilar) to
7 (very similar) for each letter pair. The participants could choose their criteria for the
rating task themselves. The inter-rater agreement was higher among experts (expert
agreement: 0.76; student agreement: 0.59). Student-rating data was discarded for
analysis. Follow-up pairs were also excluded because participants rate the similarity
as expected as very high. Results are illustrated in Figure 3.1.1.

12
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Figure 3.1.1: Cosine similarity vs. average rating of medical experts (Hummel et al. 2018)

Having a high cosine similarity, follow-up pairs received an average rating of 7 by all
experts. Therefore, the recommender system can distinguish follow-up letters from
non-follow-up pairs, due to their high cosine similarity. Relatively high cosine
similarities go along with high expert’s ratings. However, some discharge summaries
with low cosine similarity are suitable for the retrieval task, whereas others are not. The
letter can be seen as “false-positive” results. This distribution displays the difficulty to
define a lower limit for the retrieval task.
Findings correlate with oncology expert’s similarity judgement better than chance
(Spearman coefficient of 0). According to Hummel et al. the correlation between the
ranking given by the averaged expert rating and the ranking of the algorithm is 0.39
(95% CI [0.22,0.56]). The system’s ranking is better than chance, however, compared
to the inter-expert agreement of 0.71 (95% CI: [0.63, 0.79]) it is still below expert
accordance.
Shortcomings
The system was tested on a database with 307 oncology discharge summaries with
different cancer entities. It is unclear if the system finds usable similarities in a more
13
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homologous dataset. Due to the fact that it is the physician’s choice how they write the
document and the circumstance, that other clinics have their own way to build up a
patient letter, the system’s recommendation can vary. It remains to be determined if
the system’s application can improve medical decision-making or the patient’s
outcome.

3.1.1 The Program – Clinicon SimRec
Based on the above-described system, PSIORI developed a beta version of the
program. The user interface is shown in Figure 3.1.1.1

Figure 3.1.1.1: User interface of the program, “Home” view

On the left hand side of the “home” view the uploaded letters are listed (Index). The
letter of a given patient is shown on the left, while there is a list of all letters, sorted by
similarity towards the according Index letter, the most similar being first. The value in
brackets is the computed cosine similarity. The coloured background illustrates the
computed similarity. Blue coloured letters are more similar than red ones, according to
the algorithm. The second tab “Upload” allows the user to upload new documents (only
docx files) to the database, which has to be retrained (“Retrain” button) afterwards to
14
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integrate the new letters. The program can only process letters with a XML data format,
like it is used in word documents.

3.2 The Similarity Experiment - Second Evaluation of the System
The system was originally tested on a database of 307 oncology discharge summaries.
Patients had different types of cancer entities and the dataset contained “follow-up”
letters. Based on the idea, that it is easy to distinguish between patients with different
tumour entities it would be interesting to test the system with a new, larger dataset,
containing only discharge letters of patients with one common disease. Therefore we
created a new dataset of 489 anonymized discharge summaries. All patients have a
CLL diagnosis in common. To evaluate the program’s capability with a previously more
similar dataset, we designed a new experiment inspired by the studies, that were used
previously to verify the recommendation quality. Our experiment is based on the
dataset of 489 anonymized CLL patient discharge summaries. Due to a similar
experimental composition towards the first evaluation, we expected that the results
might be better comparable to each other.
A second issue we wanted to address was based on the fact that experts make their
decisions in another way than novices do. For this reason, we wanted to investigate, if
experts assess the quality of recommendation in differnt way than novices like young
professionals or medical students do.

3.2.1 Dataset of 489 CLL Patients Discharge Summaries – Structure, Content and
Anonymization
For our study, we manually converted 489 discharge letters of CLL patients to an
anonymous version. All patients had a CLL diagnosis in common. We used an already
established, structured CLL database of patients from the oncology department of the
University of Freiburg to acquire CLL discharge letters. All letters are free text
documents and written in German. Most patients have multiple letters from different
departments. Over the time there are consecutive letters due to follow- up
15
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presentations. “Follow-up letters” should naturally be similar to each other, whereas
letters from different departments differ in structure and focused content. Therefore,
we took the most current discharge letters from the oncology department for the
anonymization, which ensures that there are no follow-up letters. The discharge
summary’s form changed only minimally over the period of time, the letters were
written. The oldest letters are from 1998 and the most recent from 2017.
Structure and Content of the discharge letters
Almost every letter is similarly built up in a way that is typical for medical letters, more
precisely oncology letters. Beginning with a letterhead, including a greeting and short
introduction with a date, followed by a list of the most important diagnosis in note form,
important medical details, the predominately oncological therapy history, an actual
medical history, a list of the actual patient’s medications and results of different
investigations. The latter can include blood counts or results of imaging studies. The
letter ends with a discharge summary, called “Epikrise” and a follow up. Wimsett et al.
(2014) reviewed the key components for a good discharge summary: “discharge
diagnosis, treatment received, results of investigations and follow-up required”
(Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze 2008). All of these can be found in our set of
discharge summaries. An example letter is shown in the appendix.
Anonymization
Patient’s information such as name, birth date and pathological sample numbers have
been removed. We also excluded the official letterhead (name of the department,
address, physician names), hospital names, physician’s names, telephone numbers
and place names to ensure anonymization. The patient’s name is replaced by “the
patient” and adjusted to German grammar. While we have lost some potentially
relevant information, this loss of patient’s information shouldn’t be of consequence for
the analysis of the discharge letters in view of the structure of the algorithm. Follow-up
letters are from outpatients, discharge letters from the ward.
3.2.2 Participants – Selection and Anonymization
To address the question whether experts judge similarity differently from novices, we
decided to split our participants into three groups: experts, junior doctors (interns and
16
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residents) and medical students. As the dataset investigated in this study contains
hematologic patients with a CLL diagnosis, all doctors were recruited from the
oncology department of the University of Freiburg. We consider a participant as an
expert if the person is a specialist in oncology. Junior doctors undergo their medical
and oncology training to become an oncologist. Medical students have finished their
exam of internal medicine, to assure a certain level of knowledge and to be comparable
with each other. All participants were asked personally if they would participate. All
group members participated voluntarily. This selection is difficult in terms of external
validation. In view of the risk of incomplete anonymization and to guarantee patients`
privacy, we decided to ask only members of the University of Freiburg Medical Center.
As they are all easily available, differently motivated and participate voluntarily, our
sample has to be considered as a convenience sample (‘Convenience Sample’ 2008).
Consequential disadvantages are lack of transferability and generalisation. However,
the issue of generalization should be less relevant, because our study aims at this
specific group of participants. Due to the explorative character of this study, we aimed
to recruit at least five participants in each group, aware of the problem, that medical
experts and junior doctors are always short on time. This selected participant size was
based on the results of the first study from Hummel, which was done in the framework
of the program's development (for more details see 3.1). To protect participant’s
anonymization, we asked experts and junior doctors only for the period of their practical
experience.

3.2.3 Questionnaire about CLL and other Questions
To get an idea about the different levels of knowledge about CLL of the participants,
participants were asked to complete two multiple choice questionnaires about CLL,
comprising 10 questions each. This certified questionnaires have been developed as
a part of the CME (Continuing Medical Education) program (Hochstetter, n.d.;
Bergmann and Wendtner, n.d.) and should be filled out before the beginning of the
experiment to serve as a baseline. The questionnaires can be found in the appendix.

17
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Additional to the similarity experiment and the questionnaires, we collected additional
information with another questionaire to address several issues, which are associated
with the program use and implementation.

As we used a seven-level rating scale, it is not clear at what value participants would
say a supposed patient is truly similar. Therefore it would be interesting to also convert
our rating scale into a binary rating system. To answer this question we asked the
following question:
1. From which value would you say two patients are similar according to their
discharge summaries?

To get an idea in what situation such a system could be used in the future and how to
integrate it into the daily clinical routine or teaching the following points were addressed
2. Do you think this program could help you in your daily practice?
Strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree
In which way?

Since we use a seven-level rating scale to rank similarity, nothing is known about how
participants judge similarity.
3. On what categories do you focus regarding patients similarity?
List these categories

It is unclear if this program can address medical problems or find medical
characteristics other than well-established methods and programs. To find out if there
might be specific applications for our program we asked the following questions:
4. For which medical question would you use such a program?
To record the participant’s opinion, if this program could improve medical decision
making, the following question was asked:
5. Do you think this program can improve medical decision making?
Strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree
18
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To improve the search algorithm in the future, we wanted to know how many discharge
summaries a user would look at until he is satisfied with a search result?
6. After how many suggested similar discharge summaries there should be a
satisfying result?
7. What possibilities are there to improve the system?

3.2.4 Structure of the Experiment
In our experiment, participants have to compare two patients’ discharge summaries for
similarity. A letter pair consists of a so-called “reference-letter”, which has to be
compared to a “comparison-letter”. In a practical setting the reference letter might be
the actual patient about which one might find a similar patient out of the database. The
comparison letter in our experiment represents this similar patient case. A trial consists
of a reference letter, which has to be compared to five different comparison letters.
Four of these comparison letters are the ones with the highest (cosine) similarity,
computed by the program. In other words, these four discharge summaries are the
most similar ones to the reference-letter, according to the program's algorithm. The
final, fifth letter is randomly selected from our database to compare the algorithm
against chance. The randomly selected letter mostly has a very low (cosine) similarity.
The order of the reference letters and comparison letters is randomized and fixed
afterwards. Participants rate each pair. A seven-level rating scale from 1 (very
dissimilar) to 7 (very similar) is used for this task. We designed the experiment with 22
“reference-letters”, thus we collect ratings of 110 letter pairs. After several pre-tests,
this number turned out to be reasonable in terms of time required to perform this task.
It took about 3 hours to complete the entire experiment, including the rating task and
the questionnaires. At the beginning of the experiment, we chose two reference-letters,
one with a particularly high computed similarity of the comparison-letters and a very
low one. This should help participants to get a feeling for the experiment and the
framework within which the experiment takes place. These first two trials are excluded
from subsequent analysis,as the participants have to adapt their rating behaviour. The
remaining 20 reference-letters were selected from our database, according to different
criteria. 10 reference-letters were randomly selected; the remaining 10 were chosen,
19
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based on different individual characteristics. A list of selection criteria can be found in
the next section.

3.2.5 Reference Letters - Selection Criteria
Our experiment comprises 22 reference letters. The first two letters (see Table 3.2.5.1)
are used to give the participants a feeling about the program’s functioning and
capability. They should give the participants an idea in which similarity range the
experiment takes place. Therefore, we chose a reference letter, whose most similar
comparison letter, computed by the algorithm, has a high cosine similarity. This means,
in accordance with the program, this letter should be very similar to the reference letter.
As the maximal computed cosine similarity of a comparison letter in our dataset is
about 0,6 and values over 0,3 should display a high similarity in the preliminary
experiment (see Figure 3.1.2) we decided to choose a letter pair with similar cosine
similarity. Again, it should be mentioned, that an absolute threshold for a high similarity
is hard to define, because cosine similarity is computed based on the actual dataset
and can vary, depending on the number and diversity of documents in the dataset. The
second trial is one with a quite low computed similarity.

Reference Letter

Characteristic

020
096
Table 3.2.5.1: Training trials

High cosine similarity
Low cosine similarity

The remaining 20 reference letters are split into two subgroups of 10 each. The first
ten pairs are chosen with a focus on several characteristics (see Table 3.2.5.2). These
characteristics include conspicuous medical characteristics for CLL patients as well as
special attention to computed similarity constellations.

Reference Letter

Characteristic

190
128
204
002

Highest cosine similarity; value leap
Multiple Myeloma; value leap
High cosine similarity
PBSCT; high cosine similarity
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054
Ibrutinib
463
PBSCT, Richter Transformation
140
High cosine similarity
286
High cosine similarity
89
Richter Transformation, low cosine similarity
168
Stable disease
Table 3.2.5.2: Selected reference letters

A view letter-pairs are chosen with a focus on their cosine similarities, due to the fact,
that this is the final parameter after which the program judges similarity. We wanted to
ensure that there are letter-pairs with a big enough variety of different cosine similarity
values in our experiment. Letter number 128 and 190 show relatively high cosine
similarity value leaps between the most similar comparison letters, therefore it would
be interesting if this leaps will be reflected by the similarity rating of the participants.
Additionally, 190 is the reference letter, that has the most similar letter, according to
the algorithm with a cosine similarity of 0,60. Number 2, 140, 204, 286, all have been
selected because of high cosine similarity ratings. In contrast 89 has a quite low one.
This selection should ensure the comparability between high and low cosine similarity.
Except for interesting cosine similarities, some of the chosen letters also contain
interesting medical features or have been selected solely because of a medical issue.
Discharge summary 168 is from a patient, who never needed any interventions,
regarding his CLL. 89 and 463 developed a so-called Richter transformation, which
presents as a massive deterioration of the diseases course. Number 2, 463 and 54
were selected as they received a prominent treatment. 2 and 463 were treated with
haematopoietic stem-cell transplantation and 54 with a relatively new drug, called
ibrutinib. Patient 128 developed another haematopoietic cancer in addition to its CLL.
The last ten reference letters are chosen by chance to reduce the bias of only selected
recommendation letters (see Table 3.2.5.3). We used the online platform “random.org”
(‘RANDOM.ORG - True Random Number Service’ n.d.) for our selection.

Random Reference Letters

069,353,259,302,196,171,007,049,344,037

Table 3.2.5.3: Random reference letters
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3.2.6 Procedure
At the beginning, participants had to consent in writing, which can be found in the
Appendix. Before the experiment had started, participants were asked to do a multiplechoice test about CLL. Afterwards, they got an introduction and explanation about the
specific course of the experiment, which had to be made on a Laptop computer.

The experiment consists of 22 trials, in which participants have to compare letter pairs
for similarity. There are 22 reference letters and participants have to rate five assigned
comparison letters to each reference letter. A seven-level rating scale from 1 (very
dissimilar) to 7 (very similar) is used for each pair. After ranking a reference letter with
its five assigned comparison letters, the results have to be saved before skipping to
the next reference letter. Modifications are possible over the entire time but have to be
saved. The introduction draws attention to the fact, that all patients have a CLL
diagnosis in common. There are no time constraints, but participants are
recommended to deal with discharge summaries in a way they would do in their
practical daily life. No further advice on how to rate similarity is given to the participants,
but demands to the investigator are always possible. The investigator is present or
reachable during the experiment. After the experiment, the participants were pleased
to answer a questionnaire, containing a list of mainly explorative questions.

3.3 Biometric Aspects
3.3.1 Hypothesis and Null Hypothesis
The first hypothesis, this theses address, is following:
1. Experts rate similarity in a way that correlates with the computed similarity of
the system.

As we expect a non-linear positive correlation between the measured similarity and the
according cosine similarity, a suitable way to compute the relationship between the two
variables (average rating and cosine similarity) is to use the Spearman’s rank
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correlation coefficient (rs). Therefore the hypothesis Ha1 and the corresponding null
hypothesis H01 can be illustrated as follows:

Ha1

rs > 0

H01

rs ≤ 0

The second hypothesis is:
2. By the system suggested similarity correlates stronger the more experienced a
participant is.
Again, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient should be used to compare the
different correlations between the average rating of the three groups (experts, junior
doctor and student) and the computed similarity. To answer the question if there is a
difference between the groups we have to compare each group individually.

Ha2.1 rs (expert) > rs (junior doctor)
H02.1 rs (expert) ≤ rs (junior doctor)

Ha2.2 rs (expert) > rs (student)
H02.2 rs (expert) ≤ rs (student)

Ha2.3 rs (junior doctor) > rs (student)
H02.3 rs (junior doctor) ≤ rs (student)

Another possibility to investigate the difference between experts and novices is to
calculate the correlation between the individual results of the multiple-choice test and
the individual correlation between the rating and the system. If experience is
considered as the period of practical working the correlation between the time and the
rating correlation could be used. As significance level (α) we choose 0,05.
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3.3.2 Statistics
The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rs) is suitable to compute the correlation
between the average similarity rating and the computed cosine similarity after they
have been converted to ranks. The results of the preliminary experiment have pointed
to (see Figure 3.1.2) a non-linear correlation. Therefore, a similar distribution can be
expected and consequently the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is more
suitable for this task. The standard error of the coefficient (σ) for a sample size n is
(‘Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient’ 2018):

s (rs ) =

0.6325

(

n-1

)

n = 100 -> 95% CI is 0.12459453795

3.4 Literature
We used as main databases Pubmed and MEDLINE to look for literature. “Google
scholar” was used to find a wider spectrum of publications. Another tool we used was
the KatalogPlus from the Universitätsbibliothek Freiburg, a college library database.

3.5 Software
For data analysis and illustrations we used different Python libraries: Pandas
(‘Python Data Analysis Library — Pandas: Python Data Analysis Library’ n.d.),
Numpy (‘NumPy — NumPy’ n.d.), SciPy (‘SciPy.Org — SciPy.Org’ n.d.), Matplotlib
(‘Matplotlib: Python Plotting — Matplotlib 2.2.2 Documentation’ n.d.) and Seaborn
(‘Seaborn: Statistical Data Visualization — Seaborn 0.9.0 Documentation’ n.d.).
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4 Results
4.1 Data Analysis
4.1.1 Data Computation for the Experiment
The algorithm computed the according cosine similarities for each letter pair (reference
letter and comparison letter). A trial in the experiment consists of a reference letter,
which has to be compared to five comparison letters. The fifth comparison letter is
randomly chosen and therefore normally has a los low cosine similarity. The results for
training trials (Table 4.1.1.1), selected trials (Table 4.1.1.2) and random trials (Table
4.1.1.3) are shown below. The order in the experiment was randomized.
Reference
Letter

Comparison
Letter 1.

2.

3.

4.

Random
Letter

020

396 (0,48)

454 (0,38)

081 (0,36)

138 (0,34)

107 (0,03)

Characteristic

High
cosine
similarity
096
123 (0,10)
092 (0,08) 343 (0,08) 223 (0,07) 169 (0.07)
Low
cosine
similarity
Table 4.1.1.1: Data computation for training pairs; computed cosine similarity in brackets

Reference
Letter

Comparison
Letter 1.

2.

3.

4.

Random
Letter

Characteristic

190

011 (0,60)
486 (0,24)

204

030 (0,37)

231 (0,02)

441 (0,39)

165 (0,02)

PBSCT; high cos sim

054

012 (0,29)

204 (0,09)

Ibrutinib

463

184 (0,19)

448 (0,02)

140

340 (0,33)

002 (0,06)

PBSCT,
Transformation
High cos sim

286

030 (0,57)

060
(0,13)
226
(0,12)
353
(0,35)
369
(0,27)
080
(0,21)
002
(0,18)
204
(0,30)
171
(0,36)

Highest cosine similarity;
value leap
Multiple Myeloma; value
leap
High cos sim

002

189
(0,17)
402
(0,13)
340
(0,35)
009
(0,35)
025
(0,21)
397
(0,18)
318
(0,30)
204
(0,37)

177 (0,03)

128

256
(0,24)
144
(0,17)
286
(0,37)
438
(0,35)
210
(0,24)
009
(0,19)
103
(0,30)
064
(0,39)

292 (0,11)

High cos sim,

89

463 (0,12)
057 (0,30)

184
(0,10)
416
(0,19)

300
(0,10)
021
(0,17)

349 (0,05)

168

418
(0,11)
039
(0,20)

Richter Transformation,
low cos sim
Stable disease
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Table 4.1.1.2: Data computation for selected reference letters; computed cosine similarity in brackets

Reference

Comparison

2.

3.

4.

Random Letter

Letter

Letter 1.

069

404 (0,19)

345 (0,14)

300 (0,13)

205 (0,12)

299 (0.08)

353

030 (0,37)

204 (0,35)

286 (0,34)

476 (0,34)

393 (0,02)

259

202 (0,10)

039 (0,08)

418 (0,08)

222 (0,08)

417 (0,02)

302

290 (0,30)

441 (0,27)

002 (0,21)

010 (0,21)

088 (0,04)

196

220 (0,13)

288 (0,12)

415 (0,12)

210 (0,11)

027 (0,03)

171

030 (0,46)

286 (0,36)

057 (0,35)

064 (0,23)

417 (0,10)

007

085 (0,12)

225 (0,09)

262 (0,08)

312 (0,07)

012 (0,02)

049

354 (0,14)

353 (0,12)

445 (0,12)

342 (0,11)

073 (0,04)

344

185 (0,15)

402 (0,14)

046 (0,13)

068 (0,12)

279 (0,04)

037

446 (0,21)

074 (0,12)

229 (0,11)

391 (0,09)

364 (0,02)

Table 4.1.1.3: Data computation for randomly chosen reference letters; computed cosine similarity in
brackets

4.1.2 Participants Characteristics
Table 4.1.2.1 is giving an overview about the participant’s characteristics. All
participants meet the chosen conditions. All medical students are enrolled at the
University of Freiburg and passed the exam of internal medicine. Junior doctors
(assistants) are passing their training as oncology specialists. All experts are
specialists for haematology. Approximately half of the participants are women.

Average Experience

Average MC Test Result (max. 20 Points)

Students

6.1 years (study time)

8.6

Junior Doctors

1.9 years (working experience)

14.2

Experts

22 years (working experience)

17.2

Table 4.1.2.1: Average participant’s characteristics

4.1.3 Rating Analysis
To get a first impression of how participants judged the recommender capability of the
system we want to find out how participants rated the letter pairs. Figure 4.1.3.1 is
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showing the individual rating behaviour of each participant for all letter pairs, except
the first two reference letters, which served as familiarization letters. Remember, a
seven-level rating scale was used to assess similarity. It is notable that some
participants (e.g. assistant 3, expert2) avoided extreme responds categories, an issue,
which is known as the central tendency bias.

Figure 4.1.3.1: Histograms of rating behaviour of each participant, including random letters. Central
tendency bias can be seen in several participants, e.g. assistant3, expert2

Figure 4.1.3.2 shows the rating behaviour of each group in a stacked histogram.
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Figure 4.1.3.2: Rating behaviour of each group, individual ratings are stacked upon each other a)
students b) assistants c) experts

Without random selected letters, the median rating of the first four similar computed
letters was 4 in the expert group, 3 in the assistant group and 4 in the students group.
4.1.4 Repeatability
In our experiment two letter-pairs had to be rated two times. The pairs are shown in
Table 4.1.4.1. The position in the experiment is shown, as well as the individual ratings.
The first five ratings are the ratings of the experts, followed by assistant’s rating and
student’s rating. The Cronbach’s alpha (tau-equivalent reliability) is used to compute
the internal consistency (‘Cronbach’s Alpha’ 2018).

Letterpair Position Ratings
204 – 286

35

Cronbach’s alpha

[4, 3, 3, 5, 3, 4, 4, 2, 3, 0.781
3, 4, 3, 6, 5, 7]

286 – 204

84

(0.7 < alpha < 0.8 acceptable

[5, 4, 5, 5, 2, 5, 5, 3, 2, internal consistency)
2, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6]

171 - 286

57

[6, 6, 6, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 5, 0.570
3, 7, 3, 2, 5, 6]
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82

[4, 5, 5, 6, 1, 6, 5, 2, 5, (0.5 < alpha < 0.6 poor internal
3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 5]

consistency)

Table 4.1.4.1: Repeatability: Internal consistency for double letter pairs using Cronbach’s alpha

The internal consistency for the letter-pair “204-286” is 0.781, that can be interpreted
as acceptable and the second letter-pair “171-286” has a poor internal consistency,
according to a general interpretation scale of Cronbach’s alpha. Reasons for the rating
variations might be a changing focus on different aspects of similarity during the
experiment in general and a changing focus on different aspects of the same patient.
For example a participant might first focus on the patient’s diagnosis and later more on
his treatment plan. Another possible explanation might be the different comparison
letters in each trial. Participants tended to rate the similarity for each pair in relation to
the other comparison letters.

4.1.5 Inter-rater Agreement
We calculated the inter-rater agreement (Table 4.1.5.1) by using Spearman’s rho to
calculate the pairwise inter-rater agreement. The pairwise correlation between each
pair of participants is illustrated in Figure 4.1.5.1. To compute the average level of
agreement for each group we calculated the mean of the correlations of each group.
The average of all possible combinations of Spearman rank coefficients is also referred
to as Kendall’s coefficient of concordance or Kendall’s W. Kendall’s W is a common
measure for assessing agreement among raters.
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Figure 4.1.5.1: Inter-rater agreement between each participant

The maximal and minimal correlation between two raters is 0.728 (expert2 and
student5) and 0.331 (student4 and assistant3), respectively.

Inter-rater agreement

Students

Assistants

Experts

All
participants

Mean inter-rater Spearman correlation

0.594

(Kendalls W)
Table 4.1.5.1 Average inter-rater agreement
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4.1.6 Testing against Chance
Although the systems superiority against chance has been already shown in the
preceding evaluation experiment from Hummel et al, we wanted to confirm this finding,
as it is unclear if it is applicable for our dataset as well. Therefore, we compare the
ratings of the as most similar retrieved letter, (ranked at first place according to the
algorithm) with the randomly chosen letter. Figure 4.1.6.1 illustrates the pairwise rating
difference and compares the results of experts, junior doctors and students. The
results are also shown in Table 4.1.6.1.

Figure 4.1.6.1: Rating difference between the most similar letter, according to the algorithm and the
randomly assigned letter, including the mean difference and the 95% confidence interval. a) Students
mean rating difference 1.99 (95%CI: [1.11, 2.87]) b) junior doctors mean rating difference 1.45 (95%CI:
[0.72, 2.18]) c) experts mean rating difference 1.76 (95%CI: [1.14,2.38])

Rating

difference

similar – random)

(most

Students

Assistants

Experts

1.99 (95%CI: [1.11,

1.45 (95%CI: [0.72,

1.76

2.87])

2.18])

[1.14,2.38 ])

(95%CI:

Table 4.1.6.1: Rating difference between the most similar letter, according to the algorithm and the
randomly assigned letter

As we assume experts to be the medical gold standard, their rating behaviour is the
benchmark for the comparison between the retrieved letters and the random letters.
For Experts, the mean rating difference is 1.76 (95% CI: [1.14,2.38]). The confidence
interval was calculated with the standard error of the mean (SEM). This assumes a
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normal distribution of rating means, which could be questionable since these means
are calculated for 20 letter pairs. Another way to compare the randomly chosen
comparison letters to the computed ones is to illustrate the rating results in a scatterplot
(Figure 4.1.6.2). Randomly chosen comparison letters have a lower computed
similarity.

Figure 4.1.6.2: Average rating versus the computed cosine similarity of all letter pairs. Letter pairs with
random comparison letters are black. a) Students b) assistants c) experts

Although the random letters have low cosine similarity values some of them are rated
as similar.

4.1.7 Correlation between Experts and the Program
For the quality of the clinical recommender system it is crucial that there is an
agreement between the retrieved patients and the rating of similarity by medical
experts of these patients. Figure 4.1.7.1 shows a scatterplot of the computed cosine
similarity versus the average expert rating. To calculate the correlation between the
experts rating and the program we used the Spearman rank correlation coefficient
(‘Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient’ 2018), a measure for assessing nonlinear
relationships of rank correlation.
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Figure 4.1.7.1: Cosine similarity versus average expert rating

We calculated the Spearman correlation with the average expert rating for each letter
pair by using the Python libraries Pandas and SciPy. Both reach the exact same
results. The Spearman correlation between the system and the average expert rating
is 0.512 (95% CI: [0.387,0.637]). Another possibility is to compute the correlation for
each expert and afterwards to compute the mean of these correlations. For comparison
we calculated the more familiar Pearson correlation for linear relationships, which is
0.426. All results are shown in Table 4.1.7.1

Correlation

Experts

Spearman correlation (‘Pandas.DataFrame.Corr — Pandas 0.23.3 Documentation’

0.512

n.d.), computed with average ratings
Spearman correlation (‘Scipy.Stats.Spearmanr — SciPy v0.14.0 Reference Guide’

0.512

n.d.), computed with average ratings
Mean Spearman correlation

0.406

Kendall’s tau coefficient (‘Pandas.DataFrame.Corr — Pandas 0.23.3 Documentation’

0.366

n.d.), computed with average ratings
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Pearson correlation (‘Pandas.DataFrame.Corr — Pandas 0.23.3 Documentation’

0.426

n.d.), computed with average ratings
Table 4.1.7.1: Spearman correlation coefficient, Kendall’s tau coefficient and Pearson correlation for
experts, Pandas and SciPy provide the same results

In the following sections of the thesis, we calculate the Spearman correlation
coefficient of each group with the average ratings. Therefore the correlation of a group
can be higher than the individual correlations.

4.1.8 Differences between Selected and Randomly Chosen Trials
After dismissing the first two trials for familiarisation reason, 20 trials remained for
analysis. A trial consists of a reference letter and the related four best fitting letters,
according to the algorithm, plus a randomly chosen letter. The average rating of all
participants for the ten selected and the ten randomly chosen reference trials is shown
in Figure 4.1.8.1. Table 4.1.8.1 shows the according correlations.

Figure 4.1.8.1: Cosine similarity versus average rating of all participants for a) random trials and b)
selected trials

Spearman

correlation

participants)

random

trials

(all

Spearman correlation selected trials (all
participants)
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0.596 (95% CI: [0.471, 0.721])

0.440 (95% CI: [0.315, 0.565])

Table 4.1.8.1: Correlation of random trials and selected trials.

The correlation of random trials of all participants was 0.596 (95% CI: [0.471, 0.721])
and the correlation of the selected trials was 0.440 (95% CI: [0.315, 0.565]).
4.1.9 Striking Trials
During the data analysis we discovered some outliers. Letter-pairs, who should be
similar according to the algorithm, but who are rated as very dissimilar and vice versa
letter-pairs with a low computed similarity and a comparatively high participant rating.
The striking trials are marked in figure 4.1.9.1.

Figure 4.1.9.1: Striking trials are circled.

Reference letter

Comparison letter

Cosine similarity

Average rating of all participants

37

74

0.123

6.000

171

417

0.103

6.333

49

445

0.118

6.267

344

402

0.140

6.133
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318

0.302

1.533

Table 4.1.9.1: Striking trials

The letter numbers are listed in table 4.1.9.1. We examined the outliers manually and
found good reasons, which support the rating behaviour of the participants. The letter
pair 171 – 417 can be found in the appendix. Both patients presented themselves for
a follow-up appointment. They never got any medical treatment and always had a
stable disease.

4.1.10 Individual Participant Correlation
Figure 4.1.10.1 illustrates the individual rating versus the cosine similarity for each
participant to get another impression of the people’s rating behaviour.

Figure 4.1.10.1: Individual rating versus the computed cosine similarity for each participant.

Table 4.1.10.1 lists the Spearman correlation for each participant towards the system.
The lowest correlation is 0.256 (95% CI: [0.131, 0.381]) (expert2). The highest
correlation is 0.554 (95% CI: [0.429, 0.679]) (expert5).
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Participant

Spearman correlation

Student1

0.435 (95% CI: [0.310, 0.560])

Student2

0.423 (95% CI: [0.298, 0.548])

Student3

0.425 (95% CI: [0.300, 0.550])

Student4

0.307 (95% CI: [0.182, 0.432])

Student5

0.256 (95% CI: [0.131, 0.381])

Assistant1

0.435 (95% CI: [0.310, 0.560])

Assistant2

0.460 (95% CI: [0.335, 0.585])

Assistant3

0.258 (95% CI: [0.133, 0.383])

Assistant4

0.312 (95% CI: [0.187, 0.437])

Assistant5

0.265 (95% CI: [0.140, 0.390])

Expert1

0.484 (95% CI: [0.359, 0.609])

Expert2

0.256 (95% CI: [0.131, 0.381])

Expert3

0.345 (95% CI: [0.220, 0.470])

Expert4

0.390 (95% CI: [0.265, 0.515])

Expert5

0.554 (95% CI: [0.429, 0.679])

Table 4.1.10.1: Spearman correlation for each participant

4.1.11 Correlation of all Participants
Additionally, we calculated the correlation of the mean rating from all fifteen
participants. The correlation for all fifteen participants is 0.502 (95% CI: [0.377, 0.627])
and the related distribution is shown in figure 4.1.11.1
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Figure 4.1.11.1: Mean rating of all fifteen participants versus computed cosine similarity.

4.1.12 Differences between Experts, Junior Doctors and Students
We expected differences in the rating behaviour between the groups due to the
different level of medial experience. We asked students, junior doctors (assistants) and
experts to make our experiment and hypothesised that expert rating correlates more
strongly with the computed similarity. The Spearman correlation for each group is
calculated between the average rating of each group and the computed cosine
similarity (figure 4.1.12.1 and table 4.1.12.1).
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Figure 4.1.12.1: Correlation between the average rating of each group and the computed similarity for
each group with the related 95% Confidence intervals.

Correlation

Students

Spearman

0.439

Pearson

Assistants
(95%

CI:

0.443

(95%

Experts
CI:

0.512

(95%

[0.314,0.564])

[0.318,0.568])

[0.387,0.637])

0.391

0.377

0.426

CI:

Table 4.1.12.1: Correlation of each group

Figure 4.1.12.1 is illustrating that there is (most likely) no significant difference between
the three groups. We fail to reject the null hypothesis, that the correlation of experts is
higher than the correlation of assistants or students.

Correlation versus Experience
The transformation from a novice into a clinical expert takes time. The correlation of
each participant and each group towards the system over the practical work
experience can be seen in figure 4.1.12.2.
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Figure 4.1.12.2: Correlation versus experience, development over time. Notice that the correlation for
each group is computed with the average rating. a) students b) assistants c) experts

A remarkable fact is that the correlation computed with the average rating of each
group is higher than the individual rating correlation of each participant. We expected
an increasing correlation with increasing practical experience. Figure 4.1.12.3 is
showing the relation between experience and correlation in a single graph for all
participants. The distribution indicates no correlation between practival experience and
the correlation of each participants rating towards the system.

Figure 4.1.12.3: Correlation versus experience; students correlation is at the starting point and
represents the null value
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Influence of Disease Knowledge
To get an idea about the participant’s initial disease knowledge, we asked participants
to fill in two validated CME multiple-choice tests about CLL. An absolute score of 20
was the maximum. Normally, such tests try to cover actual guideline knowledge and
refer to the related article. Therefore generalization in term of gerenal disease
knowledge is difficult and the correlation between the test results and the rating result
has to be seen very carefully. Especially more experienced doctors tend to differ from
guidelines, as they know a higher variety of treatment options. Nevertheless, a
tendency can be seen between the groups of novices and in practice, you would only
agree with the results of a doctor if he also knows the actual guidelines, even if he
might differ for good reasons. Figure 4.1.12.4 is showing the results of the multiplechoice test versus the rating correlation towards the program for each group.

Figure 4.1.12.4: Correlation versus result multiple choice test, correlations of average ratings of each
group are marked in red a) students b) junior doctors c) experts

Students had an average test result of 8.6, junior doctors of 14.2 and experts of 17.2,
respectively. The relation between the test results and the individual participants
correlation regardless of the different groups is shown in figure 4.1.12.5. The computed
spearman correlation is 0.07, saying that there is no connection between the tested
disease knowledge and the correlation towards the program, although there are
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differences in the test results between the three groups. This finding is possibly
explainable by the fact that the multiple-choice test is only testing guideline knowledge,
but participants used their experience and other categories for the rating task. We
address the question, which categories the participants have used in a following
section.

Figure 4.1.12.5: Correlation versus multiple choice test result

4.1.13 Similar or Not – Assessing Recommendation Quality
In the end, for the program’s user it might be only important to know whether a
presented discharge summary is similar or not. Thus, we asked the participants to
name their individual cut off to translate the seven-level rating scale into a binary
scale (Figure 4.1.13.1).
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Figure 4.1.13.1: Individual rating analysis with individual cut off to translate the seven-level rating scale
into a binary scale. Red bars are showing dissimilar letters, blue bars are representing similar ones.

About half of the participants have chosen a rating of 5 (7/15) as threshold for
similarity and the other half have chosen a rating of 4 (8/15).

Figure 4.1.13.2 is showing the binary rating of each participant for the trials with the
best fitting letters (rank1).
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Figure 4.1.13.2: Normalized binary rating for the 20 most similar (rank1) letter-pairs. Blue bars are
representing similar pairs, red bars dissimilar. The black line is the average binary rating.

Approximately two-thirds of the as most similar retrieved letters are similar. The
average binary rating of Figure 4.1.13.2 for rank 1 is also shown in Figure 4.1.13.3,
which is illustrating the average binary rating of all participants and of all experts for
rank 1 to 4 and the random letter. It looks like that there are no differences between
all participants and only experts.
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Figure 4.1.13.3: Average binary rating for each rank and the random letter. Similar letters are in blue,
dissimilar ones in red. a) All participants b) Experts

It is interesting to know how much letters a user have to look up until retrieving at
least one similar letter (Figure 4.1.13.4).

Figure 4.1.13.4: Probability to retrieve at least one similar letter after looking at letters, ranked one to
four. The probability to find a similar letter by looking at a random letter is shown on the right. a) all
participants b) experts

After looking at the best three retrieved letters the probability to find at least one
similar letter is about 85%. A fourth letter doesn’t seem to improve this probability.
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Therefore, presenting the best three letters to the user seems to be enough. This
finding goes well in line with the view of the participants, who mainly said that they
would look at two or three letters until they expect to see a fitting patient.

The measurement of similarity is the cosine similarity, which is between 0 and 1.
Consequently, the higher the computed similarity the more similar the retrieved
letters should be. Figure 4.1.13.5 is showing the relationship between the cosine
similarity and the binary rating for all participants and experts. Random letters are
included for the analysis.

Figure 4.1.13.5: Probability of retrieving a similar letter plotted against the cosine similarity. Upper and
lower plots share the same x-axis. The probability is the proportion between all similar letters and all
letters, who are higher than a certain cos sim value. a) All participants b) Experts

As there are only little letter-pairs with a high cosine similarity, the probability for high
cosine similarity values have to be seen critically. Especially the expert’s plot
indicates a possible relation between the computed cosine similarity and the
probability of retrieving a similar letter.
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Figure 4.1.13.6: Probability of retrieving a similar letter plotted against the cosine similarity for each
rank and random letter-pairs. Random letters are in red. The probability is the proportion between all
similar letters and all letters, who are higher than a certain cos sim value. a) All participants b) Experts

Figure 4.1.13.6 is plotting the probability for retrieving a similar letter against the
cosine similarity for each rank and random letter-pairs. For higher cosine similarity
values the results have to be seen more carefully, because less letters meet the
criteria. 5 letters of rank 4 have a higher cosine similarity than 0.25 and only two
random letters are higher than 0.1. The plot indicates that a higher rank in
combination with a higher computed cosine similarity is resulting in a higher
probability of finding a similar letter.

Taken together, after looking at the best three retrieved letters the probability of
finding at least one similar letter is about 85%. The recommender quality might be
even better by only looking at letters with a certain cosine similarity.

4.2 Explorative Analysis
The system was developed to support physicians during their daily work life. It is
unclear in which clinical situation it is the most useful. Experts probably use the
program in another situation or context than junior doctors or students do. Likely, they
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address different medical questions and therefore have different demands for
improvement and modifications of the system. To tackle these issues, participants had
to fill out the explorative questions from the above-described questionnaire. The results
of the three groups are presented parallel and will be discussed afterwards in each
section.

4.2.1 Practical Usage
We asked participants if they could imagine working with the system practically. We
used a five level rating scale (5 = “strongly agree” to 1 = “strongly disagree”).
Additionally, participants had the possibility to describe more precise in which situation
they could imagine using the program. Results are shown in Table 4.2.1.1

Experts

Rating

Usage Situation

4
4
4
4
5

“Routine outpatient”
“After usual therapy line”, “for complications”
“Rare entities, aimed questions”
“case-by-case decisions”

“Therapy decision, complications”
“Unusual overall situation, comorbidities”
“Actual unclear, if similarity is present”
“To find comparable patients with extraordinary courses/ problems”,
“retrieving previously seen patients”
5
“Patients from extern hospitals with previous therapy”
Students
4
“Writing own discharge summaries, especially for patients with
unknown clinical pictures”
“How to treat a patients with a rare symptom pattern”
4
“In similar, often occurring situations, e.g. follow-up in patients with
watch and wait strategy”
5
“Practical year and junior doctor residency”
2
“For Patients with unusual courses”
Table 4.2.1.1: Practical Usage, Rating of different groups if they could imagine to work with the system.
Junior Doctors

3
3
3
4

(5 level rating scale, 5 = “strongly agree” to 1 = “strongly disagree”)

In general it could be assumed that physicians and medical students can imagine
working practically with the system, as the median overall rating was 4.
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Potential users can imagine using such a program especially in uncommon patient
constellations

(“Unusual

overall

situation,

comorbidities”,

”Extraordinary

courses/problems”, “Patients with rare symptom pattern”, “Patients with unusual
courses”). Overall, participants consider the system as useful if the patient is more
complex, unusual or exceptional. We are expecting, , even quite rare constellations or
unique patients can be retrieved out of this database by integrating into a larger
database.

4.2.2 Usage for Medical Questions
Another question we asked our participants was for what medical issues such a
program could be used. Statements are listed in Table 4.2.2.1.
Table 4.2.2.1: Statements of the three different groups about medical issues, which could be addressed
Usage situations for medical issues
Experts

“Education and training for doctors”
“After usual therapy line”, “for complications”
“Combination with …. or search function”
“Rare entities or unconventional courses”, “for comparison of similar therapies”
“Case-by-case decisions”

Junior Doctors

“Therapy decision”
“Setting of diagnosis”
“Comparing patients with extraordinary problems/disease courses”
“Comparing therapy standards at different times”
“Therapy planning of different patient groups, especially with respect to previous
therapy”

Students

“Treatment of patients with similar disease course”
“Response to Therapy and influence to treatment of actual patient”
“Similarities in patients treatment, which hasn’t been detected yet”
“Comparison of on therapy decision with others”
“Easier dictation at the end”
“For therapy decision in difficult cases”, “To compare disease courses (not to
forget potential risks)”
“For patients with unusual courses”

with the program.
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4.2.3 Categories for Similarity Judgement
Doctors and medical students rated the similarity between two patients discharge
summaries by using a seven-level rating scale (1 = “very dissimilar” to 7 = “very
similar”). Therefore, it remains unclear which categories participants use to assess the
similarity. We asked the participants to list the categories, which they increasingly used
for this task. The answers are listed in Table 4.2.3.1 Figure 4.2.3.1 is showing a
clustermap of the applied categories of each participant and each group. We clustered
the used the different participants depending on their used categories.

Used Categories
Student1

Regression stadium, disease course, medicaments, stem cell transplantation, reason
for first presentation, special symtoms, procedure

Student2

Therapy, medicaments, epicrisis, disease course, mutations, death, symptoms

Student3

Diagnosis outpatient vs. inpatient, karnofsky – index, date of first presentation, actual
presentation, actual anamnesis, medicaments, epricrisis

Student4

Diagnosis, stadium, progress (especially Richter transformation and therapy
indication), CLL therapy success, medicaments, primary diagnosis, risk factors

Student5

Stadium at diagnosis, stadium actual, immunophenotyping, duration from first
diagnosis to first chemotherapy, medicaments, therapy changes, disease course,
side effects of chemotherapy

Assistant1

Primary diagnosis (CLL+ other neoplasia, CLL+ Richter-Transformation), stadium at
diagnosis, stadium actual, therapy course, chosen therapy, stem cell transplantation
success/ failure, death

Assistant2

Previous

illness

history,

previous

hemato-oncological

disease,

stem

cell

transplantation, previous therapy, medicaments, epicrisis, clinical status
Assistant3

Disease course, comorbidities, chosen therapy, response to therapy, duration of
therapy response, symptoms

Assistant4

Stadium at diagnosis, therapy course, choosen therapy, comorbidities, patients age,
patients fitness (Karnofsky-Index), risk profile, therapy associated problems, disease
associated problems, actual state of remission

Assistant5

Medicaments, therapy course, chosen therapy, epicrisis, medical history, future
planning
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Expert1

Diagnosis, therapy, clinical status, epicrisis

Expert2

Prognostic factors (Del 17q, mutations, Del 13q14, Zap70), stadium of CLL, therapy
course, patients age, patients sex, death, stem-cell transplantation fam-allog./autolog
Tx

Expert3

Patients age, cytogenetics, chosen therapy, special features (e.g. AIHA,
splenectomie, therapy duration), risk factors

Expert4

Therapy course, moleculargenetics, patients age, complications, side effects, other
tumour disease, previous illness history

Expert5

Disease factors, Richter- Syndrom,cytogenetics, mutations, significant therapy (e.g.
allo-Tx, Ibrutinib), patients age

Table 4.2.3.1: Categories used by each participant

Figure 4.2.3.1: Heatmap of used categories for similarity judgement of each participant
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4.2.4 Potential for Improvement
The results above indicate that the actual program still has room for improvements, not
only in terms of improving the retrieval process but also in terms of application. For this
reason, we asked our participants for their ideas to improve the system or to propose
some new features. Statements are listed in Table 4.2.4.1.

Suggestions for Improvement
Experts

“Combination with other types of data”, “more patients, more diagnosis”,
“combination with filter for key words”
“Automatic ranking of accordance”
“Narrowing with multiple keyword combinations”

Junior Doctors

“Categorization of characteristics (e.g. stadium)”
“Creating patient fact sheet”
“Better comparability in terms of letter structure”
“Integrated search function, using a search word”
“Program integration into digital medical record program”

Students

“Sorting of parts into a standardized format for better comparability”
“Colour highlighting of common features”
“Learning from difficulties/ mistakes of earlier treatments (compare Balintgroups)”
“Letters should have a more similar format, to speed up the comparison, (e.g.
tabulating)”

Table 4.2.4.1: Ideas for improvement and additional options for the program.
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5 Discussion
The textual clinical recommender system we evaluated in this thesis presents a text
mining based computerized decision support system (CDSS), which proposes similar
patients by using their discharge summaries. To do so, it uses information retrieval and
natural language processing methods. Using unstructured text data like patient
discharge summaries has several advantages. Text documents are easily available,
cheap and contain the most important information in a condensed form. Therefore,
they should be suited to represent the entire patient. With our experiment we wanted
to testify the assumption that the program retrieves similar patients in a way medical
experts would agree with for a new dataset. Hummel et al. showed that the system is
able to suggest appropriate patient cases for a dataset of 307 discharge summaries of
patients suffering from different cancer entities. They used the same experimental
structure as we did and found a computed (Spearman) correlation between the rating
of four medical experts and the system of 0.39 (95% CI: [0.22, 0.56]).

We evaluated the system by using a more homogenous and larger dataset, containing
489 anonymized discharge letters of patients, all suffering from CLL. We considered
medical experts (all haematologists) as the gold standard for the evaluation of the
program. The Spearman correlation between the computed (cosine) similarity and the
average rating of five experts is 0.512 (95% CI: [0.387,0.637]). This result confirms the
significant correlation between the computed similarity and the expert`s rating.
Compared to the first evaluation from Hummel et al., our correlation is even higher.
This is remarkable, as our dataset is more homogenous than the first one. This result
suggests that the program is capable to differentiate subgroups of patients within a
cohort of CLL patients. We had expected the program to have more issues
distinguishing between patients with a shared cancer diagnosis than between patients
with different cancer entities. However, the algorithm seems to be able to propose
reasonable patients from a homogenous dataset. This homogenous dataset presents
an even more valid setting since a user is likely to look for and compare similar patients
with each other.
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We calculated the inter-rater agreement by using the mean Spearman rank coefficient,
also called Kendall’s W, for each group. The inter-rater agreement for experts is 0.549,
0.527 for junior doctors and 0.594 for medical students. Students tend to agree
stronger among each other. The only moderate agreement is possibly explainable with
the participant’s freedom to choose the criteria for the rating and the difficulty to
distinguish within a homogeneous dataset. Under these circumstances the agreement
is appropriate. Hummel et al. found an inter-rater agreement of 0.71, which is higher
than the one we found, possibly explainable by the necessity to recognize and rate
subtleties. The moderate inter-rater agreement should encourage modifying the
experimental setup in the future. As another quality criteria we calculated Cronbach’s
alpha (tau-equivalent reliability) for the internal consistency of the experiment. Two
letterpairs (“204-286” and “171-286”) appeared twice during the experiment, first at
position 35 and 57 and the second time at position 84 and 82. The Cronbachs’s alpha
for the first double pair is 0.781, which can be described as an acceptable internal
consistency and 0.570 (poor internal consistency) for the second. The low internal
consistency may be due to the fact that the participants adjust their internal rating
scheme over the course of the experiment. Another possible explanation might be the
fact that the other comparison letters in each trial differ and participants make their
decisions in relation to the other comparison letters.

Hummel et al. showed that the system acts above chance. They found a rating
difference of 1.93 (95% CI: [1.17, 2.70]) between the best fitting and the random
comparison letter. We could confirm the superiority above chance. In our experiment,
the overall rating difference between the most similar retrieved letter, (ranked at first
place according to the algorithm) and the randomly chosen letter was 1.76 (95%CI:
[1.14,2.38 ])for experts, 1.45 (95%CI: [0.72, 2.18]) for assistants and 1.99 (95%CI:
[1.11, 2.87]) for medical students.

We postulated that the correlation for medical experts is higher than for junior doctors
and the correlation for junior doctors is higher than for medical students. The
correlation for each group is: students: 0.439 [0.314,0.564], junior doctors 0.442
[0.317,0.567], experts 0.512 [0.387,0.637]. This result is illustrated in figure 4.1.12.1.
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The figure demonstrates that there is no significant difference between the groups, but
experts appear to correlate stronger with the system than novices do. To confirm the
assumption that there is a higher correlation between experts and the algorithm than
between novices and the algorithm, a higher number of participants would be needed.
Although the results indicate that there is a slight difference between experts and
novices in the way they rate similarity this question should be addressed in more detail
in a future trial.

The experiment comprised 22 trials, each consisting of one reference letter and five
related comparison letters. After dismissing the first two trials for familiarization
reasons 20 trials remained. Ten trials were chosen randomly and ten were selected
with respect to different criteria. Figure 4.1.8.1 shows the rating of the randomly chosen
trials and the selected trials. The computed correlation of the average rating of all
participants for the randomly chosen trials is 0.596 (95% CI: [0.471, 0.721]) and 0.440
(95% CI: [0.315, 0.565]) for the selected trials. A selection bias seems to be unlikely
as the correlation for the randomly chosen trials is higher than the correlation for the
selected trials.

During the data analysis we discovered some outliers. Letter pairs, which should be
similar according to the algorithm, but which are rated as very dissimilar and vice versa
letter pairs with a low computed similarity and a comparatively high participant rating.
We manually examined these cases and tried to understand why the algorithm and the
participants reached different results. We could not identify any obvious reasons for
these differences. Studying the documents by 2 experts, the participants rating
appeared more plausible. However, this difference in similarity rating between medical
doctors and the SimRec system would not jeopardize its clinical usefulness, since the
doctor would select the “useful” records and discard the other one, not considered
helpful. Additionally, this problem illustrates that the algorithm works like a “black box”
and the process is neither comprehensible nor approachable for the user. Even if
people and algorithms effect the same performance it doesn’t say that they acted the
same way, which is a common issue in machine learning (Radermacher 2015).
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The participants used a seven-level rating scale to rate the similarity between two
discharge summaries. They were free to choose their own criteria for this task.
Afterwards, we asked them, which categories they used. We illustrate the results in a
heatmap (figure 4.2.3.1). Experts seem to focus more on pathobiological features and
patient’s characteristics. The chosen therapy, the therapy course and changes are
important for all groups. This seems reasonable, as experts are familiar with the
different therapy options and as a next step they can concentrate on the
pathobiological features of a given patient. Since the preferred parameters differed
between users, this might explain the moderate inter-rater agreement as every
participant used a different category pattern for the rating task. We were aware of this
issue before deciding to use the experiment. We wanted to display the clinicians “gut
feeling” with this experimental structure, therefore we chose this general approach.

We used a questionnaire to get an idea what potential users think about the program
or what modifications or improvements they would like to implement. Novices tend to
use such a program to optimize therapy decisions, whereas experts are more focussed
on rare patient constellations. Participants would like to restrict the results with a
keyword or search function, like in a classic search engine, possibly because it is hard
to understand the unusual way the program retrieves its results. Novices suggested
presenting the text information in a more condensed form, like a cue sheet and in a
more similar format to speed up the comparison process.

Taken together, the system suggests similar patients even when analyzing a
homogeneous dataset. Regarding the way the system computes similarity it is
reasonable to assume that the performance will further improve by including more
patient letters in the database. Therefore, one next step would be to test the program
with a larger dataset. This dataset could contain patient letters from other medical
disciplines to collect overall more information about the capability of the algorithm.
Another possible area of application would be to test the performance with other free
text documents like textbooks or scientific literature. We envisage that the algorithm
suggests a fitting patient to a specific chapter of a course book.
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Due to the unspecific and diversified approach, the system can be used to answer a
variety of questions. It might help making therapy decisions and answering diagnostic
questions. The detection and presentation of similar patients is the key idea of how
this program can improve the medical decision making process. First, presenting
similar patients may help building different patient pattern, which can be used by
System 1 for the decision making process. This is typically done through repeated
experience, but could accelerated by using the system (Croskerry 2013, 2009).
Second, presenting similar patients might help considering alternatives. As a result the
doctor is forced to rethink a patient’s case or pausing a diagnostic process. Because
of this double check, faults by System 1 could be avoided (Thammasitboon and Cutrer
2013). This holistic approach automatically implies disadvantages. Showing similar
patient cases might lead to the so-called bias of Representativemess and errors in
estimation the probability of disease (Elstein and Schwarz 2002; Kahneman 2011).
Especially if a rare constellation is present, the comparison with other cases might
distort the feeling for probability and can lead to an overestimation of probability. To
avoid this issue an integrated reminder of the programs limitations and shortcomings
would be desirable.

In the future we will ask doctors to use a prototype during their day-to-day working life.
As with any CDSS, the recommender program has to be further evaluated before it
can be integrated into clinical practice, as the effects of CDSSs on patient health often
remain unstudied (Garg et al. 2005).
We need to come up with new experiments, which will answer the question, if the
program can improve clinical care, patient’s outcome or other end points, like finding
the right diagnosis or consider new treatment plans. After a testing period the system
can be integrated into the clinic’s documentation system, where it can fall back to a
large database. The recommended, similar patients can be automatically presented to
a doctor, while writing a new letter or collecting information about a new patient. We
are feeling certain that the recommender system will demonstrate its impact on medical
decision-making.
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6 Summary
The textual clinical recommender system we evaluated in this thesis represents a
computerized clinical decision support system (CDSS). It analyses patient’s discharge
summaries with the help of information retrieval and natural language processing
methods. It provides the user a similar patient case out of a database to include this
information into the users decision-making process. We conducted an experiment to
validate the correlation between the computed similarities by the new CDSS and the
similarity judgement of medical experts, junior doctors and medical students. We
expected that experts rate similarity between patients or rather their discharge
summaries in a way that correlates with the computed similarity of the system. We
assumed that the more experienced a participant is, the higher is the correlation. We
created a new dataset of 489 CLL patient’s discharge summaries for the verification.
The participants rated the similarity of letter pairs, using a seven-level rating scale. Fife
participants per group (experts, junior doctors and students) took part. We could show
that for this bigger, more homologues dataset the computed similarity correlates with
the expert rating (Spearman correlation 0.512 (95% CI: [0.387, 0.637])). The
experiment confirmed the already demonstrated superiority over chance (rating
difference between best ranked letter and random letter 1.76 (95% CI: [1.14, 2.38] for
experts). Furthermore we investigated differences between the three groups. The
correlation was higher for experts than for assistants (0.443 (95% CI: [0.318,0.568]))
and students (0.439 (95% CI: [0.314,0.564])), but no significant difference could be
found. Additionally, we asked participants to fill in a questionnaire for explorative
analysis to gather information about future application areas in working life or for
medical issues, as well as possibilities for improvement.
Taken together, the retrieval system still needs improvements, either based on an
improved retrieval algorithm or by additional features. However, it is likely that the
systems performance will improve the more discharge summaries a database
contains, like it was shown in this thesis. Our data suggest that the simrec software
might indeed become an important clinical tool to share clinical experience between
haematologists and possibly also other medical specialties.
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7 Zusammenfassung
Das auf Textanalyse basierende Empfehlungssystem, das wir in dieser Arbeit
evaluieren möchten, stellt ein computergestütztes System zur Unterstützung der
medizinischen Entscheidungsfindung dar. Es analysiert Entlassbriefe von Patienten
mit der Hilfe von Information Retrieval und Natural Language Processing Methoden.
Dem Benutzer werden ähnliche Patientenfälle aus einer Datenbank angezeigt. Diese
Information kann in den Entscheidungsfindungsprozess einbezogen werden. Wir
führten ein Experiment zur Bestätigung der Korrelation zwischen der berechneten
Ähnlichkeit des Systems und der Ähnlichkeitsbewertung von medizinischen Experten,
Assistenzärzten und Medizinstudenten durch. Wir nahmen an, dass je erfahrener ein
Teilnehmer ist, desto höher ist die Korrelation. Wir schufen einen neuen Datensatz von
489 Arztbriefen von an CLL erkrankten Patienten. Die Teilnehmer bewerteten die
Ähnlichkeit von Briefpaaren und nutzen dazu eine sieben stufige Bewertungsskala.
Fünf Teilnehmer pro Gruppe nahmen teil. Wir konnten zeigen, dass für diesen
größeren,

homologeren

Datensatz

die

berechnete

Ähnlichkeit

mit

der

Expertenbewertung korreliert (Spearman Korrelation 0.512 (95% CI: [0.387, 0.637])).
Das Experiment bestätigte die bereits gezeigte Überlegenheit des Systems gegenüber
dem Zufall (Bewertungsunterschied zwischen ähnlichstem und zufälligem Brief von
1.76 (95% CI: [1.14, 2.38]) für Experten. Außerdem untersuchten wir Unterschiede
zwischen den drei Gruppen. Die Korrelation war höher für Experten als für
Assistenzärzte (0.443 (95% CI: [0.318,0.568]))

und Studenten (0.439 (95% CI:

[0.314,0.564])), es konnte aber kein signifikanter Unterschied gefunden werden.
Zusätzlich baten wir die Teilnehmer einen Fragebogen für eine explorative Analyse
auszufüllen, um Informationen über Einsatzmöglichkeiten im Arbeitsleben oder für
medizinische Fragestellungen, aber auch für Verbesserungsmöglichkeiten zu
sammeln. Insgesamt bedarf es für das Empfehlungssystem weiterer Verbesserungen.
Entweder durch einen verbesserten Suchalgorithmus oder durch zusätzliche
Funktionen. Es ist jedoch wahrscheinlich, dass die Leistung des Programms sich mit
zunehmender Größe der Datenbank weiter verbessert, wie es durch diese Arbeit
gezeigt werden konnte.
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13 Appendix
13.1 Glossary
BoW

Bag of Words

CDSS

Computerized clinical decision support system

CLL

chronic lymphatic leukaemia

HITECH

Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health

TF – IDF

Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency

13.1 Example 13.2 Example Letters, Striking Trials
Letter Number 171 and 417 are shown as example letters. They are also listed in
section 4.1.9 as examples for striking trials.
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13.3 Declaration of Consent, Multiple Choice Test, Questionnaire
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4 Eidestattliche Versicherung
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